
1/9/8! 
lis, natherine A. Magzaferri /9/65 
secrtive Dircetor 
District of Colusbia Bar 
1426 TH Ste, Mi 

Washington, DeC. 20005-2164 

Dear Ms. Mazzaferri, 

The forecast of ny letter of 5/3/:4 to you turns out to be accurate, only 
pevhaps a little understated. lor your information and the completeness of your 
file I enclose a copy of the en bane petition I have filed pro se. Mark lynch 
of tho ACLU did file the briefs for me and did a good job. He had agreed to do 
no nore and I felt that 2 could not ask him to do what + bdbieve had to be ‘lone, 
so to the degree it was possible for me as a layman and with my other limitations 
I did it pto se. 4nd if nothing else leave a record for history, which may even 
find it. But in the climate of the courts and the practise of law in the District, 

as. 1 ean feel it all the way up here, I could net see any way in which a member 
of the bar could hope te have a practise and if he did, clients who would not 
suffer, if in any foru he attempted what I did. 

Rssic in this decision and all the other abuses heaped upon me by activist 
judges is knowing, deliberate, prejudicial and unrecanted lying by government 
lawyers who, I presume, are nembers of the District bar. lir. lynch noted two 
of the more significant official lies, by the lawyers only, and they neither 
corrected their lies nor apologized for them. In my youth I would never have 
believed ghat any court, with thie before it would be silent. This panel went 
farthur, it adopted them. (I do not Imow if the FEL agents, who nover stopped 
lying, are lawyers.) 

Based. on painful end very costly prior experience snd not without some 

indication ot Judge John Lewis Smith's unhidden prejudices, I deciled that, if only 
amy for history, in this litigation I would address each official infidelity 
to fact and do it under oath so that if J lie and it was, as clearly it , 
material, I would be subject to perjury charges. 4g a result, at least those 
without training in the law or experience with ite shibboleths, there is wihat to - 
@ layman can well be subornation of perjury in the case records 

If the bar had had any intention of policing itself such abuses would, if 
not ended, have received some public attention that might have discouraged them. 
Its failure to police itsself (and I never heard from ‘+r, Glickman, to whom you 
feferred an earlier letter), in ny view, makes it party to these abuses. and per 
haps I aM a crusty old man who lives in a different era (at least in his concepts 
of Americanism and justice), but I believe that this is a special and dangerous 
form of subversion. 

When I first wrete the ber my concern was the great danger I could see to 

lawyers, whether they be the dedicated who handle cases for those who cannot pay 

then or the nost prestigeous counsel for the wealthiest corporations. The U.S. 
Department of Justice I've coue to know through extraordinarily lengthy litigation 
is now in a position to do precisely what I forecast through this decision, procured 

as it was through mendacity. The months of my Social Security checks, my only 
regular income, may turn out to be minor compared with the costs of others. I 
hope not but I fear soe By others 2 mean both big-firm counsel ani their wealthy 
clients, with what this decision makes possible and invites.



    

The Depertuent and its Tuvbelstamp judge, who didn't even bother to take 4 finding of fact \and thus the apeala nane] invented d4n own), created a cone filet of interest between jay counsel and me and thug we Were represented by other counsel. The conflist is now magnified, so I'’e not consulted him and foel + ought not. (I asd seni jim and Mr. ~ynch copies of’ what I filed, only what I enclose, and they have no part in it.) So I have and I can get no counsel. I an not ghio to drive to Washington or even use public transportation and I cannot afford toli. calls vhen ny only regular incouo has just gone up to 0 Hit cnn tnan 5550 a month. I don't knew whet rights 1 have, if any - and would you believe you have my if you were pundsied judicially without a hearing, without any finding of fact, without the zoverancnt even making a pretense of offering evidence - but I would like to believe that what I've reported and include is a bit too much for the bar. 
Pastor lartin Nikeomuelier> 

Host of your menbers vere not alive or if they were old e ugh to recall whet, after he wes released fron Hitler's concentration camps said, thet he walt Sorts of evil befell go many and so many difieront groupe and classes, he was ailent. Until when kis turn came there was nobody left to be ailonte Sut moybe soma of you sbutted Santayana and his wisdom, that those who forget the past ave doomed to relive it. Or Robort Kennedy's apt corruption of Dante, that a special comer of hell is reserved for those who in time of moral crisis ave silent. Those whe are youmper and healthier than I may do some reliting. 
=” 2 we are to bo 8 goverment of laws then, I believe, the bar must police itself and not be silent. 

I would like, and X ask that, the bar look into the deliberate lying by government lavyers of which I complain. It would take sone tice, given the sine of the vase resori alone, andi that costs money, which nost are moro interested in accwalating than sponding wselfishly. The two things I cite in the enclosed, far fron all, indicate the deliberateness and the consequences of these Imowing lies. 

“one naibers of the bar might do wll to consider the possible plight of their own clients before Opsnly activist judges. ind what their situations would be under the situation created for Lesar, where whatever he dia or aid not de he was subject to sanctions. 
}


